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INDEX TO CHANGES 1/23/12 - 3/27/12 
5/8/2012 

 
TBMP Section: Nature of Change: 
 
 CHAPTER 100 
101.02 New [Note 1], remaining notes renumbered; new Note 1, remaining 

notes renumbered 
101.03 Note 2, change parenthetical for In re Carlson to "same" 
102.02 Corrected (Who May Opposer …) to (Who May Oppose …), para. 

Nos. 2 & 3 
104 New 2d para; New [Note 2]; new Note 2 
107 Italicized "Trademark correspondence received …), first line of 37 cfr 

2.195(a) in accordance with formatting protocol 
110.09(c)(3) 1st para., new last sentence; New [Note 1.]; new Note 1 
112 New sentence following new "Please Note" that the rule is not 

applicable to the scheduled opening of a period 
114.04 Note 1, insert "of" between "Dep't" and "Comm." in citation for 

Weiffenbach 
114.05 1st para., add "." to last sentence 
117.02 Note 3:  Corrected cite from tmep 604.03 to tmep 605.03 
120.01 1st para., add reference to "TSDR" and "http://tsdr.uspto.gov/" 
123 1st para., add reference to "http://tsdr.uspto.gov/"; 2d para., add phrase 

concerning the "Trademark Status and Document Retrieval (TSDR) 
database" 

 CHAPTER 200 
201 Corrected space in 37 cfr 2.102(a) 
203.01(b) Bolded "Papers will not be …" in para. 2 for alignment with 

106.03(documents) and 110.09(e)(papers) 
203.03 Removed comma 2d para. (An extension request … through ESTTA,  

does not require…) 
206.01 Note 5, delete reference to TMEP 1503.04 (no longer accurate) 
206.02 Note 1, delete reference to TMEP 1503.04 (no longer accurate) 
206.03 Note 2, delete reference to TMEP 1503.04 (no longer accurate) 
215 Note 4 - correct space between "tmep" & "§ 1504.02" 
 CHAPTER 300 
302 Note 2 - removed "see" for consistency 
303.05(a) Note 2, delete reference to TMEP 1503.04 (no longer accurate) 
303.05(b) Note 2, delete reference to TMEP 1503.04 (no longer accurate) 
303.05(c) Note 2, delete reference to TMEP 1503.04 (no longer accurate) 
304 Add new last sentence, new [Note 3.], new Note 3 
305.02 3d para., new introductory sentence 
307.02(a) 6th para., 3rd line & Note 9, TMEP cite corrected from 1605.05 to 

1604.04; 4th para., last sentence corrected 
307.02(c)(1) Note 1 - McCarthy citation updated to "(2011)" 
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309.01(c)(1) Last full paragraph, remove "underline" before [Note 20] 
309.02(a) New 2d para., New [Note 2] and [Note 3]; remaining notes 

renumbered; new Notes 2 & 3. 
 
Under "Registrant information in petition to cancel," add reference to 
TSDR and description of TSDR 

309.02(c)(1) 3rd para., information about TSDR added 
309.02(c)(2) 3rd para., information about TSDR added 

 
3rd para., added "also" in sentence between [Note 8.] and [Note 9.]:  
"Although petitioner is not required … the petitioner may also serve 
…known to petitioner." 
 
Note 21:  corrected from "See 37 CFR § 198(a)(2)" to "See 37 CFR § 
2.198(a)(2)" 

309.03(a)(1) New 2d para., New [Note 3.] and [Note 4.]; new Notes 3 & 4 
309.03(a)(2) Last para., references to McCarthy updated to "(2011)" and McCarthy 

"20:52" reference updated to "20:55" for registrations over 5 years old; 
"20:13" added and clarified for oppositions while "20:52" clarified for 
cancellations 
 
Note 4:  citation for Ashcroft v. Iqbal complete by adding "662" to 
"556 U.S. ___"; add pinpoint cite "1937, 1949" 

309.03(b) 10th para., added sentence in parenthetical (That is, plaintiff … 
competitor.) 
 
Note 4:  move statement "stating that belief of damage …" to 
parenthetical following Ritchie v. Simpson 

309.03(c) 4th para., after "Please Note," add (17) and (21) to list of examples for 
registrations over 5 years old 
 
Example grounds (5), after "[Note 18.]", new sentence added clarifying 
requirements for pleading, new "[Note 19.]" inserted; remaining notes 
renumbered 
 
New enumeration (20) for claim of title to a single creative work, New 
[Note 36.], remaining notes renumbered; new Note 36, remaining notes 
renumbered. 
 
New enumeration (21) for claim under Trademark Act § 2(b); new 
[Note 37.], remaining notes renumbered; new Note 37, remaining notes 
renumbered. 
 
New enumeration (22)  with respect to a claim under Trademark Act § 
44(e); new [Note 38.], remaining notes renumbered; new Note 38, 
remaining notes renumbered 
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Under "Likelihood of Confusion," new 4th para. about "reverse 
confusion," new [Note 52.], new Note 52 
 
Note 2:  return added between cases under "See" and cases under 
"Cf."; parenthetical for McDermott moved to follow directly (TTAB 
2006) 
 
Note 3:  add subsequent history for Citigroup, Inc.; add parenthetical 
and pinpoint cite to Polaris Industries 
 
Note 9:  parenthetical information added to "In re Save Venice New 
York" 
 
Note 12:  Move reference to "California Innovations" to follow 
parenthetical information 
 
Note 17:  correct citation of "Paramount Pictures" to "USPQ2d" 
 
New Note 19; remaining notes renumbered 
 
Note 33:  move reference to "Kowal" to after parenthetical quotation 
 
Note 40:  separate "cf" into new para. 
 
Note 44:  correct "V." to "v." in citation for "Penguin Books"; move 
parenthetical information for "Teledyne Technologies" to follow the 
TTAB citation 
 
Note 45:  added a space before "Please Note" 
 
Note 47:  correct "Baroid Drilling" pinpoint citation from "1052-1053" 
to "1052-53" 

309.03(d) 2d para., after [Note 4.], make a new paragraph and introduce with 
"Please Note:" 

310.01 3d para., information about TSDR added 
311.02(a) 2d para., updated "Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(d)" to "Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(b)(6) 

 
Note 3:  added reference to FRCP "8(b)(4)" 

311.02(b) 1st para., change "must" to "may" to align with case law in sentence, 
"A request by defendant … although the ground must also be raised…" 

312.01 Notes 1, 3, 4:  delete "Paolo" from "Paolo Bodo" for consistency and in 
alignment with USPQ citation 

312.02 Note 2:  delete "Paolo" from "Paolo Bodo" for consistency and in 
alignment with USPQ citation 

312.03 Notes 3, 5, and 6:  updated McCarthy references to "(2011)" 
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Note 3:  delete "Paolo" from "Paolo Bodo" for consistency and in 
alignment with USPQ citation 

313.02 Note 1, closing paren added 
313.03 Note 4:  updated McCarthy reference to "(2011)" 

 
New 5th para., new [Note 5.], new Note 5. 

314 Para. 5:  changed "genuine issues of material fact" to "genuine disputes 
of material fact" 
 
4th para., add sentence directing to TBMP 507.01 for more 
information 

315 1st para., added sentence about oppositions against 66(a) applications 
being limited to goods identified in ESTTA cover form; new [Note 4] 
and [Note 5], remaining notes renumbered; new Note 4 and Note 5, 
remaining notes renumbered 

317 3d para., information about TSDR added 
 
New 4th para., new [Note 6], new Note 6 
 
5th para., delete "including TARR" 

 CHAPTER 400 
401 Note 6, correct pinpoint cite from "1767-8" to "1767-68" 
401.03 
 

Changes to FRCP 26(a)(2) incorporated as follows:  (B) added 
"Witnesses Who Must Provide a" before "Written Report" to subject 
line"; (B)(ii) replaced with new - 2010 - language; new - 2010 - (C) 
and subsections (i) and (ii) added; old (C) now (D); and new (D)(ii) 
changed in part from "… Rule 26(a)(2)(B)" to "Rule 26(a)(2)(B) or 
(C)" 
 
1st para., add new [Note 6] at end, renumber remaining notes; add 
Note 6, renumber remaining notes 
 
2d para., add new [Note 9], renumber remaining notes; add Note 9, 
renumber remaining notes 

402.01 1st para., new sentence, new [Note 5.], remaining notes renumbered; 
new Note 5, remaining notes renumbered 

402.02 New 7th para., new [Note 11] and [Note 12]; new Notes 11 and 12 
403.03 Note 1:  "Fed. R. Civ. P. 33(b)(3), 34(b), and 36(a)" changed to "Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 33(b)(2), 34(b)(2)(A), and 36(a)(3)" 
403.01 Note 1: delete "(1)" from "2.121(a)" 
404.03(b) 2d para.:  separate into 2 paragraphs with new paragraph starting with 

"For information on a motion …" 
404.03(c)(2) Notes, 5, 6 & 8:  updated Wright & Miller cites to "(2011)" 
404.04 Changes to FRCP 28(a)(1) incorporated as follows:  (A) addition of the 

word "either" between "oaths" and "by federal law"; (B) deletion of the 
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word "so" between "a person" and "appointed.  First line of FRCP 
28(a)(1) italicized for consistency in tbmp style 
 
Changes to FRCP 28(b)(1) incorporated as follows:  the line following 
"In General" was replaced. 
 
Changes to FRCP 28(b)(3) incorporated as follows:  the line after … 
[name of country] replaced 
 
Note 2:  updated Wright & Miller cites to "(2011)" 

404.06(a) Note 1:  updated Wright & Miller cite to "(2011)" 
404.06(b) Notes 1 & 2:  updated Wright & Miller cites to "(2011)" 

 
Notes 12 & 13:  added space to separate notes 

404.07(e) 1st para., added closing parenthetical after [Note 1] 
 

404.08(c) Note 5:  updated Wright & Miller cite to "(2011)" 
404.09 Notes 2 & 3:  added space to separate notes 

 
Note 7:  updated Wright & Miller cite to "(2011)" 

405.03(d) Notes 5 & 6:  added space to separate notes 
405.04(b) Note 1:  added reference to FRCP 33(b)(4) 

 
Note 6:  updated Wright & Miller cite to "(2011)" 

406.01 Added new [Note 2.] in text; renumbered remaining notes. 
 
Note 1:  new reference to 37 CFR § 2.120(a)(3); renumbered 
remaining notes. 

406.02 Note 3:  updated Wright & Miller cite to "(2011)" 
406.04(b) Note 3:  update reference from FRCP 34(b)(2)(i)to FRCP 

34(b)(2)(E)(i) 
406.04(c) 1st para., new sentence, new [Note 8.], new Note 8 

 
Move [Note 6.] in text to follow sentence "It is contemplated … if no 
objection is made." 
 
Note 5:  updated Wright & Miller cite to "(2011)" 

408.01(a) 2d para., after [Note 6], "In such instances .. refuses to respond …" 
change "refuses" to "fails" 

408.01(b) First sentence:  change "initial" to "initial disclosures" 
 
4th para., add [Note 9]; add Note 9 

408.01(c) Note 5:  delete present reference and use same language as Note 2. 
408.02 Note 5, add pinpoint to Panda Travel cite 
408.03 1st para., added sentence starting "However, where there is prompt 

supplementation ... "; new [Note 6], remaining notes renumbered, 
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added Note 6, remaining notes renumbered 
409 3d para., new [Note 4], remaining notes renumbered; new Note 4 
411.04 First sentence, change FRCP 31(a) to FRCP 31(a)(4) 
412.02 Note 1:  updated Wright & Miller cite to "(2011)" 
412.02(d) Text reference (12):  change "In order to material designated …" to "In 

order for material designated …" 
412.06(a) Notes 4 & 13:  updated Wright & Miller cite to "(2011)" 
413.01 [Note 3.] added to end of first paragraph to align with Note 3 in 

"NOTES:" 
414 New (23), (24); new [Note 31.] and [Note 32]; new Notes 31 and 32 
 CHAPTER 500 
502.02(b) 
 
 

4th para., 2 references to 56(f) changed to 56(d) 
 
6th para., new last sentence. 
 
New 7th para. 
 
Notes 9 & 10:  reference to 37 CFR § 2.127(e)(1) added 

502.06(a) New 3d para. referring to waiver of certain rules to facilitate 
conferences; new [Note 4.], remaining notes renumbered, new Note 4, 
remaining notes renumbered; in paragraph on "Participation," a clause 
added about option to issue a show-cause order 

502.06(b) New clause about types of cases for pretrial conferences; new sentence 
that Board may order parties to appear; new [Note 2.]; new Note 2 

503.01 Note 5:  updated Wright & Miller cite to "(2011)" 
503.02 Note 3:  citation for Ashcroft v. Iqbal complete by adding "662" to 

"556 U.S. ___" 
503.03 Last sentence, correct "pleading" to "pleadings" 
503.04 New 2d para., new [Note 4], new Note 4 
504.02 Notes  2, 3, 4, & 5:  updated Wright & Miller cites to "(2011)" 

Notes 1-4, add subsequent history to Kraft Group 
505.01 Notes 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5:  updated Wright & Miller cites to "(2011)" 
506.01 Notes 3 & 6:  updated Wright & Miller cites to "(2011)" 
506.02 1st para., last line, change "25" to "26" 

 
Note 4:  updated Wright & Miller cite to "(2011)" 

506.03 Added space between textual paragraph and "NOTES:" 
507.01 3d para., new text on additional limitations on amendments to 66(a) 

pleadings; New [Note 3], [Note 4], [Note 5], [Note 6], remaining notes 
renumbered; new Notes 3-6, remaining notes renumbered 

507.02 Rewrote first paragraph for clarity 
 
2d para., last line, added reference to previous TBMP section 

507.02(a) Note 1:  citation to Marshall Fields corrected to "11 uspq2d 1355, 
1359" 

507.02(b) Note 1:  added,  "Please Note:  Fed. R. Civ. P. 13(f) was abrogated in 
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2009." 
507.03(b) 2d para., last sentence:  correct typo from "… non-moving party is be 

aware …" to "… non-moving party is aware …" 
509.01 Note 1:  added  "Please Note:  effective 2010, former Fed. R. Civ. P. 

56(f) is now Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(d)" 
 
Phrases further explaining sections use of motions to "extend" and 
"reopen" in relation to the Federal Rule 

509.01(a) Last para., change "FRCP 56(f)" reference to "FRCP 56(d)" 
 
Note 7:  add reference to 37 CFR § 2.127(e)(1) 

510.02(a) 6th para., added the word "operative" as follows:  "When a motion to 
suspend … a copy of the operative pleading …" 
 
New 5th para., New [Note 8], [Note 9], [Note 10], remaining notes 
renumbered; new Notes 8-10, remaining notes renumbered 

511 Note 4:  updated Wright & Miller cite to "(2011)" 
 
New 6th para., new [Note 10]; new Note 10 

512.01 Note 8:  change "see" to "cf"; Note 10, add reference to Drive 
Trademark Holdings LP v. Inofin, 83 USPQ2d 1433, 1434 n.1 (TTAB 
2007) 

512.02 Note 3:  add reference to TMEP § 502; clarify that other TMEP 
sections refer to assignments of international registrations on the 
International Register 

516 New [Note 3.], remaining notes renumbered; new Note 3, remaining 
notes renumbered 

518 2d para., change "37 CFR § 2.120" reference to "37 CFR § 2.119(c)" 
 
4th para., last sentence, semi-colon changed to comma after 
"applicable law":  "Rather, the motion … applicable law, 
…appropriate change." 

520 2d para., change "FRCP 30(b)(7)" reference to "FRCP 30(b)(4)" 
523.01 Note 2:  delete return between "37 CFR" and "§ 2.120(g)(1) 

 
Notes 7 & 8: add return space 

523.02 Note 2, correct Pioneer pinpoint citation from "n.1" to "n.11" 
523.03 Add new "Please Note" to second paragraph 
524.01 3d para., add [Note 4.] after "… is necessary." to correspond to 

existing Note 4 in "NOTES." 
524.02 Note 2:  delete repeated "(TTAB 2009)" 
525 Reference to FRCP 6(b)(2) deleted and FRCP 6(b)(1)(B) substituted; 

2d para., same; Note 2, same; note 3, "Please Note" explanation added. 
526 6th para., bold "Please Note:" for consistency 
527.01(b) 1st para., delete last word, "infra," and insert "in TBMP § 527.01(a) 
527.01(e) New sentence, new [Note 3], remaining note renumbered, new Note 3, 
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remaining note renumbered 
 
Note 1, pinpoint added to Panda Travel cite 

527.02 Note 2:  "FRCP 11(c)(1)(B)" changed to "FRCP 11(c)(2) and (3)" 
528 Text of old FRCP 56 deleted and 2010 amended rule inserted in full 
528.01 First para. rewritten; new [Note 2.]; remaining notes renumbered; all 

references to "genuine issue of material fact" (6) changed to "genuine 
dispute of material fact"; 8th para. new [Note 16.]; remaining notes 
renumbered; 9th para. rewritten 
 
Note 1:  "Please Note:" explanatory about the 2010 amendments to 
FRCP 56 added; "56(c)" updated to "56(a)" 
 
New Note 2: reference to FRCP 5(c)(1) added; remaining notes 
renumbered 
 
Note 8:  "FRCP 56(e)" changed to "FRCP 56(c)(1)" 
 
New Note 16: reference to FRCP 56(c)(1); remaining notes 
renumbered 
 
Note 17:  add reference to FRCP 56(f) 
 
Formatting and punctuation corrected in Notes 7, 8 and 12 

528.02 2d para., "genuine issue of material fact" changed to "genuine dispute 
of material fact"; last phrase of last sentence rewritten for clarification 
 
5th para., references to "FRCP 56(f)" changed to "FRCP 56(d)" 

528.03 1st para., sentence between [Note 3] and [Note 4], "services" corrected 
to "service" 
 
2d & 4th paras., references to "FRCP 56(f)" changed to "FRCP 56(d)" 

528.04 Note 2:  updated Wright & Miller cite to "(2011)" 
528.05(a)(1) 1st para., rewritten 

 
Note 1:  reference to FRCP 56(e) deleted 
 
Add space between Notes 4 & 5 

528.05(b) 1st para., reference to "FRCP 56(f)" changed to "FRCP 56(d)" 
 
Note 1:  reference to "FRCP 56(e)" changed to "FRCP 56(c)(1) and 
(4)"; reference to "FRCP 56(c)," following "see also" deleted 
 
Note 2:  reference to "FRCP 56(e) changed to "FRCP 56(c) 
 
Note 5:  reference to "FRCP 56(c)(4)" added 
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New 5th para., new [Note 6] and [Note 7], new Notes 6 & 7 

528.05(d) 2d & 3d  paras., add reference to TSDR 
 
4th para., "genuine issue of material fact" changed to "genuine dispute 
of material fact" 
 

528.05(e) 4th para., "Materials that are not self-authenticating," reference 
to"FRCP 56(e)" changed to "FRCP 56(c)(4)" 
 
Note 7, add semi-colon in parenthetical between "date" and "therefore" 
 
Note 9:  reference to "FRCP 56(e)" deleted; reference to "FRCP 56(c)" 
changed to "FRCP 56(c)(1)(A) and (B)" 

528.06 Text of old FRCP 56(f) deleted and replaced with 2010 amended 
FRCP 56(d) 
 
Introductory "Please Note" added in order to explain the 2010 
amendment to FRCP 56 and that 37 CFR § 2.127(e)(1) reference to 
former subdivision (f) is to be read as a reference to current 
subdivision (d) 
 
1st para., delete "by affidavit" 
 
1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th paras., references to "FRCP 56(f)" changed to "FRCP 
56(d)" 
 
1st para., "genuine issue of material fact" changed to "genuine dispute 
of material fact"; "by affidavit" deleted 
 
Note 1:  reference to "FRCP 56(f)" changed to "FRCP 56(d)" 
 
Note 4:  corrected punctuation by adding comma between "discovery" 
and "party" for parenthetical for Strang Corp., deleted period between 
"Rule" and "56(f)" in parenthetical for Nature's Way 

528.07(a) Note 1:  "and 56(b)" deleted in FRCP 56 reference 
 
2d para., reference purpose expanded 

528.07(b) 1st and 2d paras., "genuine issue of material fact" (3) changed to 
"genuine dispute of material fact" 

528.08 Text of 2010 amended FRCP 56(f) added 
 
1st para., "genuine issue of material fact" changed to "genuine dispute 
of material fact"; paragraph slightly rewritten to align with FRCP 56(f) 

533.02(a) 1st para., "pretrial disclosures" added after "If" 
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Return added after [Note 2.] 
533.02(b) New second paragraph, new [Note 5], remaining notes renumbered; 

new Note 5, remaining notes renumbered 
 
New third paragraph, new [Note 6], remaining note renumbered; new 
Note 6, remaining note renumbered 
 
New last paragraph, new [Note 8], new note 8, remaining note 
renumbered. 
 
New [Note 9], new Note 9 

533.03 [Note 1.] added at end of paragraph to correspond with Note 1 under 
"NOTES:"; return deleted between "TBMP" and "§ 707.03(c)" 

536 New sentence in 2d para., new [Note 2], [Note 3], remaining notes 
renumbered; new Notes 2 & 3, remaining notes renumbered.  New 
[Note 5] and [Note 6], remaining notes renumbered, new Notes 5 and 
6, remaining notes renumbered.  New [Note 8], new Note 8. 

539 New [Note 2], renumber remaining notes; new Note 2, renumber 
remaining notes 

544 FRCP 60(b):  returns added between subsections (2) and (3) and 
between subsections (5) and (6) 
 
Note 4:  "FRCP 60(b)" changed to "FRCP 60(c)" 

 CHAPTER 600 
602.01 
 
 

Note 1:  "TMEP § 1904.09" changed to "TMEP § 1904.01" 
 
Note 17:  McCarthy cite update to "(2011)" 

602.02(a) Note 15:  McCarthy cite update to "(2011)" 
602.02(b) N. 5:  provide complete citation, including prior history, for "In re 

Checkers" 
 CHAPTER 700 
702.01 Last para., change TBMP reference from "401.02" to "401.03" 

 
9th para., add new [Note 14] renumber remaining notes; add new paras 
about technical deficiencies being resolved and that pretrial disclosures 
need not be filed with the Board; add new [Note 16] and [Note 17]; 
new Notes 14, 16 and 17, renumber notes as appropriate. 
 
Note 10:  delete reference to 37 CFR 2.118 

702.04(a) 
 

1st para., after [Note 2.], added the word "generally" to "Oral hearings 
generally are available …" 
 
Return between paragraphs 6 & 7 
 
New para. 10 that standard ACR options available on website 

702.05 New 2d & 3d paras.; new [Note 6.]; new Note 6. 
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703.01(f)(2) Note 2:  "Please Note:" bolded 
703.01(g) Note 3., Wright & Miller cite update to "(2011)" 
703.01(i) New para. after para. 8; new [Note 8], remaining note renumbered; 

new Note 8, remaining note renumbered 
703.01(p) Note 1, 2.126(d) corrected to 2.126(c) 
703.02(i) Return between text of 37 CFR § 2.124(f) and first paragraph 
703.02(m) Return between Note 3 and heading for 704 
704.03(b)(1)(A) 
 

Delete return in 37 CFR § 2.122(d)(1) between "see" and "§ 2.6(b)(4)" 
 
2d & 4th & 9th paras., add reference to TSDR, renumber Roman 
Numerals (i)-(iii) 
 
3d para., "Please Note" bolded 

704.05(a) 3d para., add reference to TSDR, realign alphas (a)-(c) 
704.07 2d para., new sentence, new [Note 4.] remaining notes renumbered; 

new Note 4, remaining notes renumbered 
704.08(b) 2d para., new [Note 2.], remaining notes renumbered; new Note 2, 

remaining notes renumbered; new 7th para., new [Note 3], remaining 
notes renumbered; new Note 3, remaining notes renumbered; new 
[Note 4.], new Note 4, remaining notes renumbered; new paragraph 
"Internet printouts that …"; new [Note 6.]; new Note 6 

704.08(c) New sentence between [Note 4] and [Note 5]; new [Note 5], remaining 
note renumbered, new Note 5, remaining note renumbered 

704.09 "Please Note:" at end of section, before notes, bolded 
704.10 8th para., "Please Note" bolded, just after [Note 11.] 

11th para., "Please Note" bolded 
704.11 2d para., close parenthetical before [Note 2.] 
704.12 FRE 201 deleted and replaced with 2011 amended FRE 201 
704.12(a) Note 1:  "Please Note:" added 
704.12(b) Note 1:  FRE 201(d) changed to FRE 201(c) 
704.12(d) Note 1:  FRE 201(f) changed to FRE 201(d) 
707.03(b)(3) New 4th para., new [Note 3.]; new Note 3 
707.03(c) FRCP 32(d)(3)(C) - "5 days" corrected to "7 days" 
 CHAPTER 800 
801.01 Note 1:  restyle pintpoint for ITC Entertainment from "2022-2023" to 

"2022-23" 
801.02(c) 2d para., delete opening "However," add new sentence 
801.03 7th para., delete "," between "include" and "a citation" in last sentence 
802.04 Note 1:  add "Please" to "Note" and bold; delete "that" after "Please 

Note:" 
807 New 3d para., new [Note 3.], new Note 3. 
 CHAPTER 900 
901 37 CFR § 2.145 - bold headings for subsections (c) and (d) 
902.01 37 CFR § 104.2(b) - add zip code  

Last para., bold "Please Note:" 
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903.03 TMA 21(b)(4):  2d sentence, change "If there be …" to "If there are 
…"; change "District of Columbia" to "Eastern District of Virginia" 
1st para.:  change "District of Columbia" to "Eastern District of 
Virginia" 
 
Note 1:  change signal "see" to "see.,e.g.," and add "Please Note" 
explanation 
 

906.02 Note 1:  delete "Paolo" from "Paolo Bodo" for consistency and in 
alignment with USPQ citation 

 CHAPTER 1000 
1001 Last para., bold "Please Note:" 
1007 Note 2:  deleted and replaced with reference to 72 fed. Reg. 42242 
 CHAPTER 1100 
1103.01(f) Last para., remove "(i)" from "TMEP § 1207.04(d)" 
1103.03 Note 6:  change "TMEP § 1207.04(d)(i)" to "TMEP § 1207.04(f); 

remove "(d)(i)" from "TMEP § 1207.04" 
1106.02 2d para., remove underline of space between "See TBMP § 1103.03" 

and "Similarly …" 
1106.04 Note 8:  after "… utilizing" add "electronic means such as" 
1109.02 Delete Notes 1 & 2 (for which there are no [Note 1] and [Note 2], 

respectively) 
1113.01 New [Note 3.], remaining note renumbered; new Note 3, remaining 

note renumbered 
 CHAPTER 1200 
1202.03 3d para., "Please Note:" bolded 
1202.04 Note 6:  "TMEP § 1403.05(a)" changed to "TMEP § 1403.06" 
1203.01 Last para., "Please Note:" bolded 
1203.02(b) 2d para., "Please Note:" bolded 
1204 New 12th para. 
1207.03 2d para., rewrite & split in 2; new [Note 3], remaining note 

renumbered; new Note 3, remaining note renumbered; Note 3 edited 
1208.02 2d para., rewrote part of sentence starting "In particular …"; rewrote 

portion of parenthetical for "In re 1st USA Realty Professionals, Inc."' 
add "Please Note" 

1208.05 New 2d para., new [Note 2] and [Note 3]; new Notes 2 and 3 
1215 Note 2:  "FRCP 8(e)" changed to "FRCP 8(d)" 
Appendix of 
Forms A 

Correct address from Crystal City to Alexandria, VA 
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